
 

Summer 2022

LOCAL FOOD 
OPPORTUNITIES 

• Visit the Smithers Farmers’ Market every 
Saturday from 8:20 - 12:30.  

• Collect seeds from your own plants to share 
with the seed library in the fall.  

• Follow us on Instagram for activities and 
updates. 

• Stock up on goodness at Bulkley Valley 
Farmers’ Market every Saturday from 8:30 
-12:30.   

• Borrow some food preservation equipment 
from our lending library - We have some new 
tools! Check out our inventory. 

• Hungry? You can always contact producers 
through the RDBN Consumer Guide directly 
for any of your local food needs.   

• Join High Slope Acres for an Introduction to 
Cut Flowers Workshop. Email 
highslopeacres@gmail.com to book your spot.  

• Farm alongside our Youth On Farms workers 
this summer by staying tuned to our FB Page. 

ABOUT GROUNDBREAKERS 

If you like yummy food that comes from 
your own neighbourhood, Groundbreakers 
is the right place for you to keep a pulse on 

the local food movement, or get super 
involved - whatever you prefer. 

Groundbreakers Agriculture Association is a non-
profit charitable organization focused on local food 
and gardening education, since 2012. 

We believe in building strong, healthy communities 
through supporting the Bulkley Valley local food 
economy and teaching citizens, young and old, 
about the benefits of local food and how to grow 
their own.

@bvgroundbreakers www.bvgroundbreakers.ca

http://www.bvgroundbreakers.ca
https://www.instagram.com/bvgroundbreakers/
https://bvgroundbreakers.myturn.com/library/inventory/browse
https://ccap.rdbn.bc.ca/
mailto:highslopeacres@gmail.com








 

The School Garden as a Place toCultivate 
a Growth Mindset  

by Helene Fleury 

Over the last 10 years of working with students in school gardens, I have used some metaphors for the students’ minds. 
Most of these metaphors arose waiting for the seedlings to surface in the spring or when weeding with the students. 

In general, most gardeners would agree that harvesting is more interesting than weeding - and students feel the same 
way. I have heard every comment possible when rotating through different garden activities where weeding was one of 
the activities like, “can’t we just use herbicides?” or “can’t someone else do the weeding?”. 

Here are some of my favourite growth mindset metaphors: 

• Like a garden, a child’s mind can be cultivated through practice and hard work. 

• The mind is like a garden where the thoughts are 
like seeds. One can plant flowers or one can plant 
weeds. 

• Weeds are like negative thoughts that have taken 
root. It is important to notice these thoughts 
regularly, accept that they are there but also not let 
them grow. 

• The seeds we plant intentionally are like positive 
thoughts and we can choose to water them, protect 
them and give them our attention on a daily basis. 

• We can’t force plants to grow, just like we can’t force 
ourselves to be good at long division or doing a 
back flip on the trampoline. We must be kind and 
patient with ourselves while we learn and grow. 

• Sometimes it rains, sometimes it’s sunny. Some 
days are good, some days are bad. The garden can 
get through stormy days thanks to the help of its 
caretakers just like children can ask for help to get back up after a difficult experience. 

• Gardens tend to be at their best when plants are grouped with others (companion planting) and when they 
are given space to be themselves. Similarly, children need friends to develop important life skills as well as for 
support. 

Children who have a growth mindset can work on observing their negative thoughts instead of letting them grow while 
also being patient for themselves as they grow. It is important to remind children students regularly that their 
intelligence is not fixed, and instead, that their brain grows just like their garden, as long as they tend to it. 

Student tending to the Heartwood Learning Community Garden



! Producer Spotlight: Mark Fisher of High Slope Acres 

Q: Can you tell us a little bit about yourself 
and your farm? When did you start farming in 
the Bulkley Valley?   
A: I came to the BV on vacation.  I was just passing 
through but ended up staying.  I started the farm in 
2004 ish a year or two after buying the property, 
while working for and inspired by Tracey Strong out 
near Witset (one of the original market gardeners in 
the north).  I am not certified organic but committed 
to that way of farming.  My other guiding principle is 
community based farming.  The farm has always been 
a place where other people can participate, either 
with crop share type arrangements, staff, volunteer, or as a supporter.  We’ve tried to make it a place where people are 
comfortable coming to either to enjoy the outdoors, or to learn.

Q: Which crops and varieties do you focus on growing at your 
farm?  
A: Started as general market garden and CSA, but moved towards 
specializing in squash, garlic, eggs, and greens.  Now flowers is number 
one crop… BUT… too many products have crept back into the rotation in 
recent years!  I’m committed to going back to more specialization next 
year (probably garlic, squash, flowers and super early and super late 
greens).  We also have an informal pickling cucumber and cherry tomato 

co-op as well.  That's working nicely 
since it's a shared responsibility and 
reward. 

Q: You were one of the original BV Groundbreakers … Can you tell us a 
little bit about your involvement with Groundbreakers Agricultural 
Association?   
A:  I was part of the group that got Groundbreakers off the ground.  There were a 
half dozen of us who felt there was no organization focused on food security in 
the North.  We decided to focus on 2 things to address this  - education and 
increasing local consumption.  We ended up starting 2 separate legal entities.  I 
did all the feasibility study, as well as organization structure work, as well as wrote 
the business plan for the multi producer CSA part.  I still have all those document 

if anyone interested!  We hired and supported a paid coordinator for the CSA for 3 years.  I was involved with that more 
than the educational part of Groundbreakers, but haven’t been involved in either for many years, other than a behind 
the scenes cheerleader and advocate for the organization.  

Photo credit: Aaron Whitfield & BCAFM
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Q: How have you noticed gardening and farming helps to foster your own growth mindset or that of 
the people you work alongside?  
 A: Good question.   Growth is inevitable in certain conditions.  One of these is teamwork.  Farming is about teamwork 
and working side by side provides the opportunity to learn from each other, and to bond over a job well done, a task 
accomplished.  Connection is growth.  Hard work and teamwork connects people and therefore helps them grow.  
Another condition of growth is adversity… and farming is full of adversity, be it the sheer amount of work, the weather, 
random financial returns, or ever changing consumer needs / wants.  All these things force creativity (problem solving, 
creating efficient systems) and force farmers to learn as many hard skills as possible (building, farming, bookkeeping, 
etc.) in order to get by.   Adversity forces growth by developing skills and resiliency.  I would say resilience is the word 
that best describes growth in farming.  One becomes more resilient when things fail.  Resiliency allows one to grow.  
That said… when things are too difficult, when there is financial uncertainty because of weather, when there are too 
many things going wrong, or when one is too busy or too tired to reflect, all the growth is replaced by stress.  This not 
only negates any growth, but often leads to regression.  So while farming is about growth.  It can be counterproductive 
at times.  … which I guess is growth too, I suppose.   

Q: What are three valuable lessons you have learned in the past year or two on the farm? 
A:  1) I always knew this, but over the last few years it has been the consistency of regular customers that keeps me 
going.  Casual shoppers are great, but it has become more clear that consistency is key to any business.  Businesses 
like Two Sisters, Riverside Kitchen, and those individuals that I can count on to buy certain products are more helpful 
then they can imagine.  They deserve credit for being committed to community building through farming.  Customer 
consistency allows better planning, less stress about cash flow, and keeps motivation strong … since part of farming is 
wanting to provide the essentials for people to live healthy lives.  
2) Less is more.  Again, an old lesson but reminded of this a lot in the last few years. 
3) Weather is becoming more and more unpredictable. 

Q: What have you noticed about the change in agriculture over your time in the Bulkley Valley? 
A:  
• The face of farmers is getting younger (and thats just not because I’m getting older!).  There is such a young farmer 

movement in the Valley.  It’s amazing.   
• Awareness of the economic, environmental, and health benefits of local food from the general public is growing … 

but not as much as the need for local food.  Between natural disasters, global economics, and other big picture 
issues people are starting to be more curious but out of necessity rather than anything else. 

• The local food economy and network has grown.  When I first started it was mostly committed individuals and a few 
wholesaler customers.  Now there are networks.  You can go to a number of restaurants or retailers now and get local 
food.  You can find producers online in a second.  You see farm being showcased as legitimate and important 
community contributors/businesses.  Understanding the obvious as well as subtle impact of the local food economy 
and network is the biggest change.    
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Q: What are your hopes for the future of agriculture in the Bulkley Valley? 
A: When we were developing Groundbreakers, Kraft had this ‘Hockeyville’ thing going on, a contest about the best 
place for hockey.  Gail Jenne used to say we should have contests to find the best ‘Foodville’ rather than Hockeyville.  
That would be my hope.  That the BV would get so worked up that they would get involved in promoting the community 
as an agriculture star or hub, as ‘the best place to be involved with agriculture’.  My other hope, which is kind of coming 
true, is that (regenerative/organic/eco friendly) agriculture replaces more destructive or exploitative industries as a job 
creation and economic attractant for young people to move to our great little area. 

Q: What are some of the ways community members can support 
this vision for agriculture in the Bulkley Valley? 
A: Easy question.  Support young new farmers in concrete ways.  Sure, 
buying their products is good…  but it is more important in my view to help 
them build a business… help them get established… build them storage or 
drying racks, a wash table, or something for the farm they need (building 
infrastructure is the biggest time and money drain there is), make them a 
sign, drop off a pre made meal for them (yes, they will often be to busy to 
cook a good meal for themselves), give them a $20 gas card, buy them a 
Farmers Market membership, pay for their stall fees the first year, help them 
put up some fencing, or offer to do easy but time consuming jobs like 

putting in transplants, weed whacking thistle, offer to run some errands for 
them, give them your old wheelbarrow you don’t use.  So many ways to help.  The biggest thing we can do to help grow 
this industry and food security in the Bulkley Valley is to support young new farmers in as many different ways as 
possible.  If we create a culture of support for young new farmers, they will come to this valley, they will feed us, they 
will make the community at large stronger and more vibrant. 

Q: Where can community members find your produce and how can they support your farm? 
A: Veg - farmers market, Out of Hand, and in your meals at Two Sisters and 
Riverside Kitchen.  Farm stand (to come this summer I hope). We also have a year 
end harvest party with music, food, and the chance to stock up on your winter 
supply of squash, garlic, onions, and other essentials.  Keep your ears and eyes 
open for the (late September) 2022 date. Flowers - farmers market, Bulkley Valley 
Wholesale, Tyhee Market, Out of Hand, and in your bouquets at Larkspur and Wild 
Roots.  We also do ‘Introduction to cut flowers and farm tour’ event.  Follow 
Flowers by High Slope Acres on facebook and instagram to keep up to date!

Q: If you could be any produce or flower produced in the Bulkley 
Valley, what would you be and why? 
A: Honey… there is nothing more magical than standing in a bee yard with 
millions and millions of bees buzzing around you.  Nothing comes close in my 
opinion.  If I was honey I’d get to be immersed in bee lives even more.  They are 
so awesome in the true sense of the word. 
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Telkwa Elementary School Garden 
There’s so many highlights when working with kids, especially in the garden..it's hard to pick one. The kids are always 
inspiring me in some way with their creativity, ingenuity and curiosity, and a garden is a great place to cultivate those 
things. This year quite a few students spent a lot of time playing in and around the herb garden next to the school and 
have integrated it into their play space - it's basically become an extension of the playground, with safe paths to travel 
around and through so they can reach all the plants and also get different perspectives on the plants. Some of them 
have created interactive games using certain plants in that garden - one group of kids sets up a kind of store where they 
give out wraps made entirely of edible plants, including edible flowers like violets and wild roses. It is a great success 
when the kids who are naturally drawn to the garden are able to get other kids interested too. We have introduced a lot 
of sorrel into this garden and it is a solid favourite, along with chives and apple mint. I love how connected they've 
become to these spaces and also all the ways that they make them their own.   
By Heather Sosnowski (Garden Facilitator)  

Muheim Elementary School Garden 
This season the Muheim garden was filled with enthusiastic and dedicated 
student gardeners.  We offered 15 garden planting workshops which allowed 
almost every class to plant their own garden 
bed.  During garden club on Mondays at 
lunch hour, students would come by to 
explore what was growing in the garden and 
participate in garden tasks and activities.  The 
open-ended nature of this program allowed 
for student-directed inquiry and discovery.  
Each week there was something new 
discovered.  One week students were drawn 
to the new volunteer seedlings popping 
through the soil, so we tried identifying and 

carefully transplanting the seedlings.  The next week, the focus was on digging for worms.  The next week, we had a 
competition to see who could pull the longest grass root out of the garden bed (bonus points for all the weeding that 
happened this day!).  And the next week, students were in awe of the hundreds of lady bugs they discovered in and 

around the garden. Each 
new discovery lead to 
play, discussions, new 
inquiries and ideas, and 
meaningful learning 
connected to the earth, 
seasons, and good food. 
By Alana Petrella 
Groundbreakers Garden 
Facilitator 

Stories from the School Gardens
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Walnut Park Elementary: It was a dark and rainy day in May, but that didn't stop the 
hardy Walnut Park students of Mrs Becker Gr 7 class to venture way up Woodmere Rd to 
Jen's farm for  a morning of forest foraging. Ali Dick and Jen first brought the class through 
the dairy sheep pasture to see first hand how farm animals turn the grass into good food as 
we  made our way into a seasonal wetland to the fiddle head patch. With the energetic help 
of Ellie the young and happy dog, we took forest trails to pick spruce tips, discover other 
spring beauties like arnica and lady slipper orchids, and found a weasel left in the middle 
of the trail perhaps from a predator we scared off. The outdoor kitchen was a welcomed 

sight at the nettle patch, where we all were thankful to enjoy a 
cup of tea from the land with Heather's honey, rose hips, mint, 
nettle and spruce tips. We cooked up our  harvested nettle and 
fiddle heads with some pesto sauce and pasta … awesome and a 
dish to challenge any gourmet restaurant! Check out the picture 
of the fantastic plate.  Thanks to Mrs Becker, adult helpers, and 
her wonderful students for being troopers in the rain and 
for enthusiastically tasting wild foods. We look forward to doing it 
again next spring.  

- Jennifer Hegan, Groudbreakers Wild Foods and Garden Facilitator 

Salad Day at Muheim and Telkwa Elementary 
Chrissy, Alana, and a dedicated crew of student volunteers harvested greens 
growing in the Muheim school garden, cleaned them, and served them up 
buffet style for students at lunchtime. We supplemented what was in the 
garden with local lettuce from Woodgrain Farm, pea shoots from Small 
Potatoes Farm, and radishes from David and Bethany’s farm. It was awesome 
to see a huge line up of students eager to eat their greens!   
At Telkwa Elementary, there were lots of greens and herbs growing that 
student's enjoyed harvesting and eating with Heather's custom honey 
vinaigrette dressing…YUM!  

Evren’s Salad day Adventure  
Evren just finished filling up his bowl 
with local greens at our annual salad 

day when he unexpectedly tripped on a piece of wood near the garden. In an 
instant he fell, landed on his knee and was bleeding. Most would have 
expected there would be some big feelings expressed around the pain and 
gore BUT to everyone's surprise the salad bowl did NOT fall through all this 
stumbling. And to the boy's astonishment and the audience's surprise, he 
giggled and laughed with joy and ignored his pain and bloody knee and also 
ignored the help of teachers wishing to clean his knee BECAUSE his salad bowl 
was intact and there were some beautiful, tasty, nutritious greens to eat…. 
which he did with glee.  

Special Events and Wild Food Workshop Stories
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